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SIT REP
Training with Your Fears.

E

veryone talks about stress shooting and running training scenarios
in order to create a more realistic and stressful environments. Unfortunately, most scenarios focus more on stress and completely ignore the importance fear plays in a scenario. Fear is a tricky opponent.
Someone with too little fear will create a dangerous situation through
overconfident decisions just as someone paralyzed with fear will create a dangerous situation through their indecision. The challenge then
becomes trying to identify our fears and learning to train with them.
Until recent history, the main fear of any army or police force was
being out gunned by the bad guys. However, in more recent history,
the fear of not following ever more complicated department policies or
rules of engagement has created a more dangerous situation for law
enforcement than a criminal ever could. Therefore, controlling our fears
is a must in order to instinctively make the best possible decisions.
Controlling our fear requires us to not only be a master of our own tools
but also a master of the tools used against us. I had the opportunity to
talk with a law enforcement training officer who was able to verify many
of the concerns that I had come to realize in my own training. The officer mentioned that under stressful training scenarios many patrol officers would mentally escalate to the use of deadly force the moment
a suspect produced a knife. In several situations, the officers would
either close the distance using verbal commands or go firm in place
with verbal commands. At this point, the patrol officers have an assortment of less lethal tools such as the Taser which can be deployed at
a relatively safe distance. However, once the knife was produced the
patrol officers seemed to forget these options. As it turned out, a large
percent of the officers would resort to using deadly force if the suspect
took a single step towards the patrol officers.
Once the adrenaline starts pumping, our untamed fears can magnify
themselves 100 fold. In this case, the stigma of a knife acted as the
psychological trigger which magnified the patrol officer’s level of
fear. Just as someone who fears
a gun because they never handled one growing up, the patrol
officers feared the knife because
they have never trained with a
knife; much less trained against a
knife. Whether you are a soldier,
law enforcement officer, MMA
fighter, or just out to protect your
family and play in the occasional
mil-sim event, mastering your
fears means training with them
and against them often so that
you become respectfully comfortable and stay in control.
-Mark Anderson
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The
Weakest

LINK

By Dalton Fury
S

ince retiring a half-dozen
years ago, I’ve traveled
around the country with a couple
of former teammates and Army
Rangers with a specific mission; create hate and discontent
by breaking in to our nation’s
most critical infrastructure facilities. Given our backgrounds in
special operations, it’s a natural fit. We take it seriously. All
told, we’ve planned and executed over three hundred ground
and water attacks against sixty
or so sensitive and seemingly
well-protected critical infrastructure facilities inside the United
States. The good news is we
don’t always get in. But the bad
news is we usually do and when
the dust settles and the hot
wash is complete, two common
denominators typically dominate
the take-aways. Invariably, poor
weapons handling, lack of trigger time, and insufficient and
unrealistic threat awareness
training is hindering the majority
of the security forces charged
with protecting our nation’s criti6

cal infrastructure from terrorist mals defeated with glass and
attacks.
plastic, sensors bridged, and
concrete scaled. Every seemThe common denominator ingly secure facility has vulnerof poor performance is an in- abilities. After all, security stratappropriate mindset. A secure egies and layouts must yield to
facility can pour millions of dol- the function that is paying the
lars into the protective strategy employee wages. Security proand physical security plan with tects the function. No function,
track and trace thermal video no facility, no need for security.
imaging, volumetric and seismic But security is a bleed on the
sensors, microwave fields, razor profit margin. It requires bills
mesh no-climb fences, and tons paid, it doesn’t pay the bills. It
of poured concrete to make the was that way with the defendfacility or compound look impen- ers of Tora Bora and Fallujah
etrable. But even if the fortune and it’s no different with the sespent on these structural deter- curity forces protecting our narents ensures an adversary is tion’s most critical assets. That
detected, and then delayed for doesn’t mean they are bums, it
a given period of time, the big- just confirms they are human.
gest chink in the armor of any
prepared defense is typically the
Humans make terrible senhuman mind. It’s the response, sors. They get tired, they bore
stupid. Technology does the de- easily, they day dream and doze
tecting, but humans do the re- off. Moreover, very few security
sponding.
officers ever think that a terrorist
will actually attack their facility,
Every barrier is defeatable especially if the place appears
with the right tools. Fences can as locked down and formidable
be easily circumvented, ther- as Fort Knox. This is a problem,

but not the biggest problem.
Most security forces of our
nation’s critical infrastructure
are not trained properly or sufficiently. They don’t understand
the enemy. They are trained for
one thing…an attack from a guy
who looks just like them, acts
like them, and dresses like them
who probably is on overtime
and from the other shift. Why?
Because it is easier, cost effective, checks the block, and gets
everyone home before some
supervisor has to make the unenviable phone call to ask for a
few more hours of overtime dollars to pay a subordinate.
I guarantee the last option
our adversary team considers
is simply donning multi-cam and
face pant, and shooting straight
up the gut. We study everything
about the facility for several days
looking for vulnerabilities, dead
space, unprotected pathways,
poorly constructed delay barriers, natural terrain, officer training methods, personalities and

tendencies, and blind spots…always looking for opportunities to
employ the tools of a commando
– disguise, diversion, and deception. We’ve been successful acquiring the security forces
uniforms and walking right in,
carrying pink balloons, neutralizing targets with a mobile sniper
dressed in Teva leathers and a
wife-beater lying in the back of a
baby blue PT Cruiser, introducing rabbit vehicle bombs to draw
attention from the actual VBIED,
attacking dressed as US Coast
Guard personnel and using a
mirror image cutter, painting
beards grey and donning a Bear
Bryant Houndstooth Fedora to
appear feeble and non-threatening, and the always successful guy-girl combo – but the gal
ain’t a gal. Get me?

most important but least understood and appreciated factors
of an assaulter’s playbook – angles, inches, and seconds. Offhand shooting around barriers
to reduce your exposure, engaging defensive ports and ballistic
resistant windows at the right
angle and elevation, given that
the vast majority of security officers are right handed, is critical.
Slipping into unprotected seams
with inches to spare where defensive fields of fire fail to overlap, and understanding the exact number of seconds it takes
a security officer to warm his
thermals, communicate a threat
to his fellow officers, manipulate
the ballistic port, and pick up an
adversary in his optics is equally as important as knowing the
floor plans and path of travel by
rote memory.

But the commando tools are
When an attack force isn’t
only part of the equation. Equally
important to our planning efforts playing fair – read not dressed
is a specific focus on the three or acting like they did when the
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pre-training exercise took place,
responders typically panic, experience mental overload, and
become indecisive. A determined and highly trained adversary can often capitalize on a
defender who hesitates. When
an adversary presents a picture
that a security officer has never
been trained to deal with, temporary paralysis often ensues.
A narrow shouldered man in a
summer dress hiding twenty-five
pounds of explosives, wearing
a dime store wig and plus-size
heels, typically doesn’t draw fire.
It just doesn’t secure a ticket on
the logic train.
The adversary doesn’t look
right, at least not to what they
have been trained to look for,
and the all-too-common result is
that the alarm isn’t triggered or
the code isn’t immediately announced. This hesitation allows
an adversary to get inside a facility’s detection, shorten the time
and distance they have to move
to breach subsequent delay barriers, and force the response
force into high gear. It becomes
a race between the officer coming from a recliner in the ready
room and a determined foe who
knows where he is going and
is willing to die for his cause to
reach your most critical assets.
And once an officer is sweating it in catch-up mode, figuratively or literally, it generates
doubt and panic. Officers fumble
with their weapon, employ sloppy marksmanship techniques,
yank the trigger, improperly apply immediate action, and don’t
understand the unique feel of
the gun when experiencing a
double feed or charging handle
8

impingement on their AR platform. It’s not that they don’t
care or are lackadaisical; it’s
that they lack sufficient and
quality training. Why? Because
the bottom line is protecting
the bottom dollar. A security officer’s tools - ammunition, tactical training, quality guns and
optics, etc. - cost money. The
better the gear, the more range
time, the less profit the facility
generates. Quality security isn’t
cheap. The next time you find
yourself planning an assault,
whether it’s down range in Afghanistan, or on the Airsoft battlefield, resist the urge to simply
cammie up and run up the gut.
Resist the status quo, study and
outthink your opponent, and be
unpredictable in your assault

planning. After all, would you
shoot Santa Claus if he was
handing you a professionally
gift-wrapped explosive charge
after the company Christmas
party? Neither did they.

Dalton Fury, a pseudonym,
retired from the US Army after
twenty years of service. Fifteen
of those years were spent with
some of the finest Special Operations Forces in existence...
where he learned all this crazy
stuff. He is the author of the New
York Times bestseller KILL BIN
LADEN: A Delta Force Commander’s Account of the Hunt
For the World’s Most Wanted
Man (St. Martin’s Press, 2008)
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IAC

BY James Sherrill

T

wo-point or not two-point? For the longest time when it came to sling selection
that truly was the question. It seems lot of
shooters in the Mil-Sim world lean towards
the one-point sling design but for as many
positives that can be heard about the standard one-point sling a negative aspect is
right behind it. Problems such as the weapon
dangling and hanging in front of the shooter
when in movement or issues with the weapon going muzzle down into ground when taking a knee can make a strictly one-point sling
a potential hassle. A one-point sling is great
if you’re always running and gunning but otherwise it’s only a small step above not having
any sling at all.
Whether your Real-Deal or Mil-Sim, In
training or in battle, if you have used a onepoint sling for any amount of time you’ve become well apparent of the negative aspects
of it’s use. One group of Mil-Sim enthusiasts
who while at OLCMSS Operation Irene saw
the need for an improvement over not only
the standard one-point sling design but other
one to two point designs as well, thus was
born the Irene Adaptive Sling or IAS.

CONSTRUCTION
The Irene Adaptive Sling (IAS) system is
created from Military grade buckles, one inch
nylon webbing and steel MASH hooks. Webbing and buckles are Berry Compliant. The
IAS is 100% customizable for size and has
redundant friction locks at all sizing points.

FUNCTIONS
The IAS main function is its ability to convert from a one-point to two-point sling with
extreme ease and speed. While in one-point
mode the sling can be converted to two-point
mode by simply attaching the front hook to
the front sling point on a Weapon System. At
this point the weapon system can be rotated

onto the Operators back.
Due to the nature of a one-point sling,
when in one-point mode the weapon can be
fired from weapon side (strong side) or reaction side (weak side) without any problems.
Rapid Cinch – For added value, with the
yank of one easily accessible pull strap, slack
is removed from the sling cinching it closer
and more secure to the Operator. When the
Weapon System is needed release tension
on the pull strap by lifting on the tension lock
with your weapon side hand. The sling will
then return to its originally set length, and no
further. Rotate the weapon back to the Operator’s front side and unhook the front sling
point to return to one-point mode.
Safety – A Quick Detach feature of the entire sling system has been a very important
function of the IAS since its first days on the
drawing board. The Quick Detach buckle is
always located between the two hook points.
If the Operator, for any reason, must abandon his or her weapon they can do so with
the click of a button. The entire sling system
including the Weapon System will then break
away from the Operator. This was incorporated for ‘Worst Case’ scenario situations such
11

or latches to fail or to be overly complicated.
“When time is life, simple is best.” By gripping the hook and squeezing the hooks jaws
are opened and ready to be attached or unattached from a weapons sling-point.

USES
Any situation where an Operator may need
to secure his or her carbine or long weapon
while still maintaining the ability for rapid deployment of said weapon.
Law Enforcement: An Officer may need to
go ‘hands on’ with a Suspect. By employing
the function of the IAS, the weapon system is
no longer between the Officer and the Suspect.
Military: During Urban Operations it may
be beneficial to the Operator to secure their
main weapon and draw a secondary when
entering buildings or areas with narrow passages.

SIZING

as the Operator being pinned by his or her
weapon (squad car flips over; weapon system
is hung up, etc).
During the conversion process from onepoint to two-point mode the weapon is secured to the Operator 100% of the time. If the
Operator is surprised during the conversion
process and releases control of the Weapon
System it will not fall to the ground. No rifle in
the dirt, no impacting optics on the concrete.
Ease of Use – Everything about the function of the IAS is easy and can be mastered
with minimal training and repetition. The
MASH hook design was selected for the connection points because there are no springs
12

The Irene Adaptive Sling (IAS) is ready
to fit any individual. The product will ship in
its smallest configuration ready to fit an average person wearing no body armor. If it
needs to be sized smaller, the Operator can
remove lengths of the nylon webbing (it is recommended that you re-sear the edges with a
lighter to prevent fraying).
99% of individuals will be able to size the
IAS by adjusting the friction locks. Keeping larger individuals in mind (with or without
body armor) we have included extra webbing
material on the IAS that can be let out. The
IAS ships at a length ready to accept an M4
length weapon system. This can be adjusted
for longer/shorter weapon systems. Adjustment instructions are included with your IAS.
Included with the Mission Spec IAS is a buffer

tube sling mount and instruction manual.
So what the difference between the Mission Spec IAS and other one-point to twopoint conversion slings?
The IAS is attached to the Operator at all
times. This includes the time during the conversion process from one-point to two-point
mode. In addition The Quick Detach system
on the Irene Adaptive Sling breaks the entire
sling and weapon system away from the Operator, not just the weapon.
I recently used the IAS in conjunction with
the KWA M4A1 training weapon I ran as my
primary at OLCMSS Operation Irene VIII in
Fort, Knox, Ky. I had started the 1st evolution with one of the more popular two-point
adjustable slings from a well known and respectable manufacturer but I quickly found
out that in the close confines of the Anaconda
MOUT facility the 2 point sling was well out
of its element. Luckily I had placed the Mission Spec IAS in my pack earlier just in case
I found myself in this very situation. During
the mid game sling witch out I found the hardest part of putting the IAS on was taking the
previously mounted two-point sling off of my
rifle, after that it was no time flat and I was
back on the move. The Sling worked well with
the pack I was carrying and made it easy for
me to transition strong to weak side for cornering, or entering and clearing buildings. It
also made keeping my weapon secure while
aiding my team mates hassle free and when
it comes time to get back into the fight those
precious few seconds you don’t have to
spend fighting your gear can count for a lot. I
found the Mission Spec IAS to be a valuable
asset to any battle kit, you get the benefit of
both worlds with their innovative one to twopoint sling design.

For more information or to Order the IAS
please visit www.MissionSpec.com
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REMINGTON M700

SPS TACTICAL

By Mark Anderson
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T

oday, the Remington M700 is the mostly recognized bolt action rifle in the world. Used as
the primary sniper platform in every branch of
U.S. Military service since the Vietnam War, its
success is second to none and its role in the military set for the foreseeable future. In 1964, Remington could never have guessed that this new
cost effective (cheap) rifle designed solely to be
mass produced would ever gain such a following.
In the face of rising labor costs, the Remington Arms company decided to produce a new rifle
to compete with the Popular Winchester Model
70. As the new Remington M700 started to gain
ground as a reliable rifle, Winchester countered
with a widely unpopular 1964 version of the
Model 70. This was all Remington needed to pull
ahead of Winchesters tried and trusted design
from 1936. Although using a 3 piece bolt that was
brazed together and a receiver milled out of round
cross-section high quality steel, the design was
amazingly strong and durable.
I had the opportunity to pick up a new Reming-
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ton M700 SPS Tactical back in August. And since
I had never shot a scoped bolt action rifle before,
I was eager for the challenge. At first glance I was
very impressed by the rifle. The action, of course,
is very solid and was a bit rough at first. I’m sure
it is because of the matte finish and smoothed out
by the end of the barrel break in. I was fairly impressed by the Hogue stock. It is a fine stock for
someone just starting to shoot, but the fore end
flexed too much for my taste. It was most noticeable when I added a Caldwell bipod. I also added a 20 MOA site base and a standard Leupold
3-9x 40 scopes. A 20 MOA site base it preferred
when shooting at long range because it will angle
your scope downward to allow for greater bullet
drop adjustment in your scope. I chose a Leupold
Rifleman scope mainly because I wanted as few
moving parts as possible. The fewer parts that
move the less they can break or interfere with my
evaluation of the rifle. Just to clarify, MOA stands
for Minute Of Angle. There are 360 degrees in a
circle each degree is made up of 60 minutes. In
the simplest of terms a 1MOA group is equal to a
1 inch grouping of shots on a 100 yard target.

AMMUNITION

ble and impact inconsistently. Unfortunately, it is
extremely hard to create a properly balanced full
I had decided on the .308 caliber SPS Tactical metal jacketed bullet to such tight tolerances. To
due to rounds widely documented performance counter this, manufactures either go with a hollow
characteristics and vast assortment of factory or point which is much more forgiving, or use a polyprecision ammo. Since I knew my first competi- mer tip which can be more accurately shaped and
tion would require hitting paper targets at long balanced. At the opposite end of the bullet during
distances in a valley early in the morning when flight, the enveloping air desperately wanting to
typically little wind is present, I decided to use the return to its natural state of leisure will create a
relatively light Hornady 150 SST. The 150gr has a vacuum which will cause drag on the rear of the
fairly flat trajectory and drops less than the heavier bullet. To lessen this affect a boat tail design is
grains, but wind will have more of an effect on its used. These are just two of many considerations
trajectory. Gravity is consistent, the wind isn’t, and that are used to determine the ballistic coefficient
therefore correcting for wind is always more chal- of a bullet. Just remember the lower the ballistic
lenging than correcting for elevation. A heavier coefficient the better.
round carries more energy and will resists the affects of the wind longer. The most important parts
of a bullet are the tip and the tail. The tip must be STOCK
precise; any deviation in the location of the tip to
the center line of travel will cause to bullet wobAs I mentioned before the M700 comes with a
17

Hogue OverMolded Stock. This stock comes standard with aluminum pillar bedding which provides
an excellent fit for a non-custom stock. You’re certainly not going to find Aluminum pillar bedding
on any other injection molded stock. The texture
and grip of this stock is surely second to none.
The second your hands touch the stock they are
welded and you will feel very much a part the system. The only issue that concerned me was the
use of the bipod. There seemed to be too much
flex. The stock was clearly not designed to handle precision shooting off of a bipod. Overall the
Hogue OverMolded stock was a great choice for
the off the shelf Remington. For the money you
can’t beat a Hogue stock.

TRIGGER
The X-Mark Pro Trigger is a great system for
a production trigger. Most either love it or hate it.
Those on a budget love it. Those who are spoiled
to custom triggers will hate it. I adjusted mine to
2 1/2lbs. and I was very impressed by the consistency. I could not feel any creep whatsoever. I will
probably still have a gunsmith give it a once over.

BARREL
I also decided on the 20” bull barrel for several
reasons. I was able to determine that by using a
Hornady 150 gr SST and a 20” barrel, I was losing
about 20 fps per inch bringing the velocity from
2997fps down to 2917fps. Later, I was excited to
confirm a 2915 - 2921fps with a chronograph. My
research also told me that a shorter barrel can
reduce the weight of the rifle and therefore make
it harder to control during recoil thus throwing off
the bullets trajectory. However, I felt that the forward weight of the bull barrel would compensate
for this difference. Finally, I learned that the longer a bullet is in the barrel the more the trajectory
is affected by the shooters body position, trigger
control, and breathing. Not to mention the change
in barrel characteristics from a cold to hot barrel.
In short the faster a prepared bullet can leave the
confines of our tubular vice; the sooner it can be
set free to battle against a more calculable mother
18

nature. Regardless of the research I endeavored ments about my anal shooting style, but with a
to obtain, I cannot deny that the cool factor of a long range rifle everything matters!
short bull barrel played a part in my decision.
The following is the method I used to clean the
barrel during the break in.

BARREL BREAK IN

Before we start sending rounds down range,
there is one extremely important step all new rifles should accomplish and that is a proper barrel break in. There are many resources on the
internet all of which are very similar. Essentially,
all we are doing is firing a round, cleaning the barrel, and firing another round. Then fire two rounds
between each cleaning. Once you work your way
up to 100 rounds and 10 shots between cleanings you are pretty much done. Fire, rinse, repeat!
It’s that easy. Of course I did receive some com-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bore brush the barrel 10x with carbon solvent.
Dry patch the barrel until dry.
Patch the bore with WD40.
Dry patch the barrel until dry.
Patch the barrel 10x with copper solvent.
Let stand for 5 minutes.
Dry patch the barrel until dry.
Patch the bore with WD40.
Dry patch the barrel until dry.
Every third cleaning, patch the bore 10x with JB
bore compound.
11. Dry patch the barrel until dry.

19

PERFORMANCE
After firing several groups with an average of
a 1.3 MOA, I decided to remove my hand from the
fore end and placed it under the butt of the rifle. I
also collapsed the bipod and placed the rifle on a
sandbag much closer to the action. This made all
the difference as my groups dropped to a .6 MOA.
I never realized how important a stock is to the accuracy of a rifle. The stock seemed to be flexing
under the support of the bipod and the pressure
of my hand. Although I won my first competition
with this amazing rifle, I still plan on upgrading
to a custom bedded stock, polishing the trigger,
and adding a muzzle break to improve accuracy.
Overall the Remington M700 SPS Tactical is an
amazing rifle with a 1MOA performance straight
out of the box.

20
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COMBAT
TRACKINGT II
By TOF (The Old Fart)

emember from the last arR
ticle what I wrote was the
most important wisdom I learned

R
A
P

als. He taught us to know our
enemy. He also taught us NOT
to fight a future war as though it
were just a repeat of a past war.

super highway, unless your deer
are different than our local ones,
you will notice that almost 80%
from my Huichel teacher?
of the blood spatters start from
the second lane to the shoulder
If not, go track down your
Tracking humans who want and 10% in the first lane from
cheap, alleged friend who to and have the capability to the shoulder. I haven’t figured
wouldn’t buy his own copy of shoot you is very different than out why but by driving in the 3rd
Tactical Milsim and borrowed tracking Bambi, even though lane at night, I can reduce the
yours, get it back from him in or- more hunters are killed by odds of smacking a wayward
der to re-read my intro.
seemingly dead deer than griz- Bambi by 90%. Who said readzly bears in the US every year.
ing Tactical MilSim Magazine
When I was in Army ROTC,
wouldn’t save or at least imalmost too many years and
Actually deer kill more hu- prove the quality of your life?
beers to remember, my military mans every year (around 400)
science professor had me read by kamikaze auto accidents.
OK for those of you who
Mao, Karl, Che, Ho as well as As you cruise your highways, didn’t re-read my intro to tracking
Sun Tzu, Musashi, Clausewitz notice the massive blood trails so you could think up the correct
as well as the then current but on the road from previous deer/ answer for yourself, to translate
now out of date, military manu- auto collisions. Even on a rural the ancient Huichel tracking wis-
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dom to mil-sim or real combat,
“Think like your enemy.”
Combat tracking is MUCH
slower than tracking Bambi
since Bambi isn’t armed with a
Russian SVD (Sniper rifle designed by Dragonov) or the
newer SV-98 (a bolt action rifle
capable of .75 minute of angle
groups though most are only capable of 1.15 moa groups with
the Russian military standard issue sniper ammo) with the PKS07 scope (7 power with a red
dot and three range adjustment
cams) which gives this system
a true 700-800 meter effective
range.
The older and more common
sniper rifles in third world war
zones, the old Soviet SVD, the
Chinese Type 79 and 85 copies
of the SVD, the Iraqi copies of
the Serbian Zastava M70, the
Iranian copies of the Chinese
79, all of which are much less
accurate and even though rated at having reported 600 and
800 meter effective ranges are
in reality, much less effective.
Even the original Russian SVDs
are only capable of 1.25 MOA
groups with America reloads,
although the groups I fired with
the best Soviet ammo in the late
80s were more like 2.0 MOA. I

can fire .25 MOA groups with my
own target rifles and hand loads
tuned to my barrels so it wasn’t
human error. The biggest limiting factor to the SVDs is the
PSO-1 optical sight which only
has 4x magnification which limits it to a true 600 meter effective
range. However these scopes
have an illuminated range finding grid, BDC cams, passive
infra red charging screen, sun
shades and rear collapsible rubber eye cups so they are well
designed and well calibrated for
up to 400 meter 90%, first shot
hits.
The

Iraqi

(which

shoots

the 7.62x39 cartridge) and Iranian sniper (which shoots the
7.62x52R) rifle copies are much
less accurate combined with
their lack of adequate precision
bullet manufacturing capabilities
are often around 3-4 MOA combinations. Still this gives them
up to 300 yard effective capabilities.

“You do NOT want to
be a combat tracker,
poking at disturbances in the dirt when
your enemy can hit
you ...”
The good news, our new
M110 rifles are capable of .68
MOA groups with our military
sniper ammo and with the new
variable power 3x10 Leupold
scopes, the systems are capable of 1000 yard effective ranges, yet useful for closer in combat with the scopes set at 3x.
In Vietnam, most sniper
engagements on either side
took place around 400 meters.
Whereas the according to some
US Army studies, the average
infantryman expended over
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50,000 rounds per confirmed kill
at an average combat range of
30 meters, the US Army sniper
teams averaged 1.3 rounds expended per confirmed hit at an
average range of 400 meters.
In the old days, I had heard 1.7
rounds per confirmed kill so
there might be some statistical
creeping? Most law enforcement sniper situations in the US,
occur under 70 yards.
Current US Army hit rates on
a human sized target are 10% of
the time at 300 meters with an
M16A2 whereas graduates of
the US Army sniper school average 90% first round hits at 600
meters.
However, Soviet military doctrine included one sniper rifle per
platoon, whereas in the old days,
US snipers were a rarity except
for Special Forces units. Fortunately now this has changed but
we still have nowhere near one
sniper per infantry platoon ratio 5.56mm NATO rounds but some
of the Russians and Chinese.
tinkering with loads could compensate for this.
The Chinese QB-88 uses
their 5.8x42 cartridge more as a
You do NOT want to be a
designated marksman and the combat tracker, poking at disstandard infantry unit has a 4 turbances in the dirt when your
power scope which limits their ef- enemy can hit you with any one
fective rage to 400 meters even of these rifles! In Vietnam, their
though they claim an 800 meter snipers would first aim for our
effective range. Their Special radio operator, then the comForces units have 3x9 by 40mm manding officers, NCOs, etc.
scopes which extends their ef- However, if a K9 tracking unit
fective range to a rated 800 were being used, they would
meters but their 77 grain sniper shoot the dog first. A human
bullet, starting out at 2,940 ft/ combat tracker would probably
sec is running out of momentum rate the same as a K9 in their
at these ranges. Their counter target priority systems.
terrorist teams have a 6-24x by
44mm scopes. I have a sample
Therefore combat tracking
of this scope and it is superb. must be done in various stages
They now use Japanese Hoya and preferably with a 4 person
optical glass, the slow curing, support team. If the ground
double based epoxy glues to mil tracker can also learn to be a
spec their scopes as opposed to binocular scout and the observer
their early flawed glass with su- can also be easily cross trained
per glue holding their electron- to be a binocular scout, than this
ics together. Unfortunately their team can be reduced to 3 but
BDC is NOT calibrated to my the four person team is superior.
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There is no sense in me training you to read the ground like
the ancients if you are just going
to get shot by your enemy in the
opening moments of combat.
OK I admit, it would be worse
for you than for me but I’m so
old I don’t have much time left
so I’m very conscious about not
wasting the precious moments
of my life. As young farts, you
have your whole lives ahead of
you so don’t lose your precious
life due to poor tactics.
Combat tracking has to start
by visually scouting with binoculars, then a careful grid search
with a spotting scope, any
threats then need to be eliminated by a sniper and the whole
unit has to be protected by a tail
end Charlie (rear guard). Only
when the distance is considered
“enemy free”, can the actual
ground tracker get to work.
Your first life preserving tool
should be 7x50mm, 20 meters

to infinity focus binoculars like
the Steiner Commander. Yes
they are fricking expensive but
how much is your life worth?

sun depending on when you
start your exercise.

The Russians are extremely
aware of this and one of their optics representatives sells mirage
Now reverse your position tubes in various diameters for
in regards to the sun and your many standard diameter, front
The compass feature is ex- optics. You will now realize why objective, rifle scopes. (I don’t
tremely useful if you are working pilots would prefer to attack with get any commissions from them
with a sniper team over watch the sun behind them! It will be but I have certainly bought a lot
since you can instantly give him much more difficult to spot your of mirage tubes from them.)
(or her) a bearing and the range optics facing you when you are
finding grid allows you to give blinded by the sun.
Before you actually screw
him a range. Most good sniper
these tubes into your scopes,
scopes can adjust their focus
Now perform your observa- see how close to the angle of
but it takes time.
tions with the sun to right angles the sun you can see through
of both you and your optics.
your scope without a tube and
If your budget is tight and your
From these exercises you then with a tube. You will see
life doesn’t really depend on the will see why “mirror” (catadiop- for yourself the truth of what the
outcome as in Air Soft, then the tic) spotting scopes are tactical- old fart is writing about!
Tasco 7x50 copy can help. My ly a disaster for combat.
main concern with these are the
The importance of the 20
red coating on their front, which
After you return from your meters to infinity focus of the
will be a “shoot me here beacon” hardware store and make the Steiner Commanders or the Tasfor your enemy under many con- “sun shades” like I suggested, co copy, cannot be emphasized
ditions.
repeat the exercises. You will enough. Standard binoculars at
find that the detection angles combat ranges might be in great
With either binoculars, you are greatly reduced, in some focus at 20 yards but anything
will need to create a “lens hood”, cases up to 90%.
before and beyond that will be
“sun shade” or “mirage tube” out
out of focus. If you focus at 100
of black rubber or matte black
plastic to prevent stray light from
the reflections of your binoculars
giving away your position. The
length of the shade should be
twice the diameter of your front
lens. It makes your binoculars
heavier and awkward but again,
how much inconvenience are
you willing to bear to preserve
your own life.
Don’t just believe me, or
worse scoff at me. Take any optic, binoculars, spotting scope,
or after you triple check your
firearm to make sure it is empty,
your rifle scope and set them in
some bushes simulating a tactical hide, facing the sun. Walk
50-100 yards ahead of them
and see how easily you can spot
them. Then walk on a line perpendicular to your “hidden” optic
and see the enormous angles of
reflections of your optics.
Note the difference from an
overhead sun to an almost sunset sun, or sunrise to mid day
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yards, than anything from right
in front of you to 75 yards and
from 150 yards to infinity will be
OUT of focus. You can figure
out that your enemy could become “invisible” at those out of
focus ranges.
Why 7 power by 50mm diameter front objectives? If you
can see 7 times further than
your enemy with their unaided
eye, you have a much better
chance of spotting them (if you
chose your observation position
carefully) before they spot you,
especially if you take advantage
of the angle of the sun, with it to
your back. Less power reduces your capabilities to detect a
hidden object but higher power
starts increasing the effects of
eye strain…the muscle wiggles
and phase of breath postural
changes of normal humans. 7
power is the best compromise.
The front lens gathers light.
By dividing the front objective
diameter by the power, in this
case, 50 by 7, we get 7.14 or a
“twilight factor” of 7. The young
human eye can dilate to 7mm,
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whereas in old farts like me, our
pupils can dilate to 5mm…although I bet if I saw a hot woman my pupils might still dilate to
7mm! I’m not that old.

terrain. In Africa many bushes
have huge thorns!
Some are
called “wait-a-minute bushes”
because the thorns have barbs
to prevent removal, as well as
toxins to hurt like heck (Mother
With the sunshades in place, Nature’s biochemical warfare
besides allowing us to look at and these thorns hurt like muthobjects markedly closer to the erfrickers) and also have intersun, the contrast of the light is locking patterns (Mother Naincreased even more so we can ture’s interlocking fields of fire)
actually peer into shadows that so that a limb can easily go in
would be too dark for our unaid- but can’t easily come out. Anied eye. Since this is the best mals and humans alike, avoid
place for your enemy to hide, going into these thorn bushes.
this is really good for you!
In the US, we have simiSome people have criticized lar channeling plants, like cacti
my hill billy binoculars since in- in the desert, poison ivy and
stead of Austrian elegance, I’ve poison sumac in the Eastern
covered mine with tubes and forests and swamps and poicamo tape. However if you want son oak throughout the West.
good looking, subscribe to Play- Nettles can make some fields
boy. If you want to live through impassible.
Even suburban
combat, subscribe to Tactical landscaping like bougainvillea,
MilSim.
climbing roses, etc., can make
them uninviting to penetrate
OK, stop thinking about Play- due to thorns. Some domestic
boy and return to Combat Ob- plants like oleanders have a toxservation with your binoculars. ic sap but most mil-sim warriors
Where do you even start look- are not aware of this so they
ing? Foremost, animals and hide in them anyway. If the sap
humans are channeled by their from breaking leaves and twigs,

when the sharp eyed younger
bull spotted a herd of heifers.
He started chattering excitedly
to the old bull. “Hurry up you
old fart, so we can run down and
kill a few!” The old bull replied,
Next you need to consider
height barriers. Even though
If you as a binocular search- “Take our time! Kill’em all.” This
some of the best commando er detects an enemy presence, careful high powered grid search
raids overcame these barri- then it is time for you to switch by your spotter (or you turning
ers, whoever controls the high to an higher powered spotting into a spotter) should follow the
ground usually has tremendous scope on a mini tripod (20-60 same “think like a deer” patterns.
advantages. The visual chess power) again equipped with a Then the sniper can choose his
match between a defender and long sun shade, to grid search or her targeting priorities.
a penetrator actually tempo- the area for more enemy, or if
All of you should have agreed
rarily favors the lower binocu- you have a spotter, you need
lar searcher during overhead to direct him to your observa- on a tactically sound withdrawal
lighting since he can hide un- tion (again the built in compass strategy in case of contact with
der shady overhanging brush comes in mighty handy while an overwhelming force so you
whereas the uphill observer has both the spotter and sniper can shoot and scoot and set up
to expose themselves more to need to have compasses close- your own series of rolling amlook down.
ly aligned to their line of sight) bushes. Plan to live to fight anwith a bearing and range. While other day and you might actually
Water obstacles have chan- he is then confirming and con- succeed.
neled armies throughout history sulting with his sniper, you need
Only when conditions are opand can do the same for small to continue glassing with your
unit tactics.
binoculars for more enemies. timal and planning is complete,
Again this 4 person team has can the sniper engage in a snipYour basic thought pro- the better survival edge. Don’t er ambush. This is where the
cess should constantly be, if I just let the sniper shoot the first old semi-automatic M21 was superior to M-24 but now the M110
were going to ambush some- enemy he detects.
is superior to both! Since most
one tracking me, where would I
hide? Then carefully search in
The young bull and the old spotters are also sniper trained,
those places for your enemy.
bull were walking down a hillside then having two semi auto snipgets into any cuts, you are going
to get very sick. Again Tactical
MilSim just saved you a world of
hurt!

low them very carefully or they
could simple set up rolling ambushes, shoot and scoot, shoot
and scoot, picking you off one at
a time.

If an enemy were going to
shoot you, where would they
hide? For example 85% of the
population are right handed and
almost all military rifles (except
for the Steyer AUG which can be
switched to fit the dominant eye
and hand of the shooter) are designed to be right handed. What
therefore is the most likely side
of a tree, bush or rock in front
of you, for your enemy to hide
in ambush? Your primary scan
should be of their possible sites
on cover to your left.
What terrain feature gives a
possible opponent a good escape route? Ridges, alleys,
roads and trails are prime examples. Remember, if they are
in front of you, they can run like
heck, whereas you have to fol27

er rifles can make the sniper
ambush doubly effective. Since
you won’t be able to track any
dirt during a sniper ambush, you
might as well be cross trained as
a spotter too and be useful!
The fourth member of the
team has to maintain 360 degree
perimeter security, even though
they will be tempted to look at
the spotted enemy in front. On
one ROTC field exercise when
I was a Freshman, I completely
hid from a Senior and Junior patrol as they passed me and then
stalked them from behind. Their
rear guard, even though he was
a Senior and would be leaving
for Viet Nam in a few months,
didn’t continue to watch his
rear when their patrol spotted
my Freshman and Sophomore
team’s clumsy ambush. The
Seniors and Juniors bunched
up to discuss their strategy and
I hit them with two baggies filled
with flour which were our version of grenade simulators and
finished off the surprised survi28

not only uses both front foreleg claws, but its hind leg claws
as well to try to disembowel his
prey. The front claws and teeth
hide bits of bacteria and virus
infested rotten meat as well as
the front and rear claws having bits of bacteria, virus and
fungus in the ground so every
scratch becomes a massive,
multi-vector, biological warfare
invasion.
The humans supposedly survived but you can
bet I walked most of my safari
backwards, especially when we
were tracking a huge 450-500
pound, limping, black maned
lion (higher testosterone) who
had probably been kicked out of
his pride, hence the limp, by a
couple of young males, maybe
even his own sons? Since his
females had done all of his hunting for the past few years and all
he had to do was mate up to 2040 times a day, he had forgotten
how to hunt, plus with his huge
black mane it would be hard for
vors with my blank firing M-14, him to stalk any sharp eyed prey
which at close range is really so he was probably hungry, anloud to guys not wearing hearing gry, heck even horny and would
protection. Sadly for me, I had definitely not like some hairless
scored a direct flour baggie hit apes tracking him! But this adon one of the referees so I did venture is better told as a campa lot more push-ups throughout fire story to newbies around a
the weekend than anyone else. campfire in the African bush…
An even worse situation occurred when a Professional
Hunter was tracking a leopard
in a gorge. Unfortunately I cannot confirm any of this since my
usually reliable source liked to
scare the crap out of newcomers to his bush. Anyway, the
other PH’s tracker led, with the
PH next to the client in the middle, the bodyguard behind the
client and the skinner behind the
bodyguard. The leopard figured
out that it was being tracked
and it probably had been hunted
unsuccessfully before by hairless apes so it circled them and
ambushed them from the rear.
It clawed and bit each of the 5
humans in rapid succession
and then ran off. The leopard

Only after you as a binocular
searcher have visually cleared
an area, and under a sniper
team over watch (with the spotter now using binoculars instead
of his spotting scope), can you
assume the role of the ground
tracker, use your skills to detect your quarry, determine the
most likely route and then safely
proceed to the next observation
post. The spotter turned binocular searcher goes next, followed
by the sniper who then covers
the rear guard as he links up.
You might consider this inch
worm approach as too slow but
it is better to be an inch worm
than to become worm food.
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AMERICAN
PANKRATION
By Mark Anderson
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As Dioxippus approached
Coragus the following day, the
Greeks enthusiasm roared. His
nude body covered only in oil,
he was armed with a purple robe
in his left hand and a heavy club
in his right. At once, Coragus
launched his lance toward the
glimmering Greek. Dioxippus
dodged to the left and quickly
attacked before Coragus could
transfer his pike to his right
hand. Dioxippus shattered the
pike with his club, grabbed the
Macedonian from behind with a
body lock, and swept the soldier
to the ground. In one final move
Dioxippus swiftly disarmed and
immobilized the helpless soldier.

C

lad in armor from head to toe, Coragus felt invincible as he
prepared for a one on one battle. His left arm weighted with
an impenetrable bronze shield and towering pike, he felt no attack
would be successful. Although the Macedonian Army had not yet
seen the many years of battle that would lay ahead, the army had
been overwhelmingly successful and was highly motivated under
their new ruler, Alexander III of Macedon. As the pride of the Macedonian Army, Coragus felt confident in his skill with the lance. With
the lance in his right hand and a side sword at his waist, he encouraged the fearless cries of his fellow soldiers as he waited for the
Greek he had taunted several nights before.

Dioxippus was an athlete
skilled in the art of Pankration,
a martial art first documented in
776BC by the Greek and Spartan warriors and introduced
into the Greek Olympic Games
in 648 BC. Pankration was not
only the first martial art, but is
the original mixed martial art as
well. It was through the development and mastery of Pankration
that the Spartans essentially became the Delta Force of antiquity.

Until recently, Pankration
had been widely forgotten to
anyone outside historians and
As the great leader of the army, Alexander had heard of a Greek the world of Greco-Roman
named Dioxippus who had won the recent Olympics by default be- wrestling. In 1990 Jeff Funicello
cause no one would face him on the field to fight. This kind of vic- decided to embrace Pankration
tory was called an “akoniti” which literally means “without getting after researching ancient Greek
dusted”. To this day Dioxippus remains the only akoniti ever re- fighting for an anthropology
corded in the history of the Olympics. Alexander had great respect class. As a student of history,
for the athlete and invited him to a banquet. During the banquet the Jeff quickly realized the value of
Macedonians mocked the Olympian, mostly out of jealousy, and Pankration and soon convinced
Dioxippus found himself challenged to a fight by a drunk and bel- others to incorporate Pankraligerent Coragus. Alexander attempted to dissuade the men but to tion into their mixed martial
arts training. Growing up as the
no avail.
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middle of three boys, with a mother who regularly
scheduled wrestling time to wear them out before
their naps, and a father who was a three time New
York State wrestling champion as well as an Army
Judo and Boxing Champion, Jeff gained a realistic knack early on for what would and wouldn’t
work. Jeff is most likely to have coined the phrase
“Mixed Martial Arts” when he started printing the

gently. Jeff spoke of Chuck Liddell as a perfect example. “Chuck Liddell is known to be a big striker.
However, Chuck Liddell is not the best kick boxer.
He is the best kick boxer who can stay on his feet.
Most people don’t know that Chuck Liddell was
an All American Division I wrestler.” Whether it
is mastering groundwork, working from our weak
side, or perfecting our close in techniques, defending ourselves intelligently from a strategic
point of view means identifying and developing
our weaknesses. This is easier said than done.
Even in fighting we prefer to stay in our comfort
zone. “Jeff is amazingly well rounded. He has developed nearly every aspect of his fighting including Boxing, Greco-Roman Wrestling, Submission
wrestling, Judo, Kickboxing, and Sambo. What’s
worse is Jeff is a true ambidextrous fighter.” , replied Heath Sims, US Greco-Roman wrestling
Olympian.

Pankration literally means “all powers” fighting. This system requires us to explore all aspects
of open hand combat, thus combining kicking,
boxing, grappling, and wrestling as well as transitions and close quarter battle. With the media explosion of MMA competitions; many have realized
the necessity of an “all powers” system bringing
us almost full circle back to our Greek ancestors.
name on his flyers in 1991. When asked about
Closely related forms of Pankration have surfaced
MMA Chael Sonnen, UFC #1 contender, replied,
“We didn’t know what MMA even was until Jeff
showed us. He was way ahead of his time. There
are a few guys out there who you seldom hear
about who would have easily taken the title, but
they don’t because they are not in it for glory or
money; they have other reasons. I certainly never
encouraged him to compete because he would
have been in my weight class!”
Today, Jeff truly embodies the essence of
Pankration and sums it up in his personal mantra. “Defend yourself intelligently at all times, and
position yourself to deliver a meaningful attack.” I
have had the opportunity to work with Jeff as well
as some of his instructors and have come to realize the value of this mindset. Many, like me, train
to always stay on your feet in a fight in case your
opponent has friends. However, what will happen
if you can’t get back up? Without mastering our
ground work we cannot defend ourselves intelli32

several times throughout history; for instance as
training for medieval knights, as Catch fighting in
the 1800’s, and now as MMA competitions. Like
Pankration, all of the strategies, techniques, and
tactics you will find in MMA are a culmination of
just about every fighting system in existence and
stripped of any complexities.
Even the Special Operations community,
known for their willingness to look outside the preverbal “box”, has started to take notice of the MMA

world. Due to the combat environment, equipment
worn, weapons carried, and the enemies faced,
many of the techniques found in the MMA environment must be modified, discarded, or stripped
back to its barest essentials and redeveloped under the rigors of the combat environment. However, the universal principles of combat still apply. This is similar to the way MMA has reshaped
many techniques in the practical martial arts community. Through constant self-reevaluation, Jeff
shares the same mindset as the Special Operations community. Over the last year, with the help
of Roman Wroclawski, Jeff has been working with
several ODA teams from 5th group in efforts to
expand their combatives training. “The hand-tohand combat we learned from Jeff Funicello and
his American Pankration group was incredible.
The CQB that Funicello taught us was greatly
needed, and is crucial for our survivability in combat situations.” stated an 8 deployment veteran of
5th Group Special Forces.
Roman Wroclawski, the 1982 world champion in Greco-Roman wrestling, has had a large
influence on Jeff’s training philosophy. Jeff and
Rulon Gardner became Roman’s first American
students after he immigrated to the U.S. Under
Romans training, Rulon went on to become one of
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received a Congressional Citation for his achievement as a combat athlete, for his coaching, and
the work that he performed with the Special Forces. Jeff has worked with many well known athletes
such as Dan Henderson, Randy Couture, Don
Frye, Tim Lajcik, Kevin Jackson, and Cain Velasquez just to name a few. In an interview Tim Lajcik
stated, “Jeff’s knowledge surpasses anyone in the
MMA. I learn something new every time I work
Jeff, like many good instructors, will defer to with him. He is the real deal without question, and
his students as proof of his teaching. Because would give any MMA fighter all they could handle.”
of Jeff’s work with Arizona State University, most
American Pankration’s Team Spartan is the
of his students are college bound. Over the last
twenty years those students who have entered number one submission team in the country and
military service have all graduated at the top of took home the US National title for 2009 and 2010.
their respective classes including several stu- Team Spartan has also brought home four world
metals in the last year alone including one Gold
dents who are currently in the Special Forces.
and Team Spartan shows no signs of slowing
Jeff’s gym, American Pankration, is definitely down as they enter the 2011 season. Visit www.
not your typical MMA gym. Out of the 12 world AmericanPankration.net for more information on
championship medals the coaching staff has Jeff Funicello and American Pankration.
the few Americans to ever win the Olympic Gold
medal in Greco-Roman wrestling. I have had the
honor of talking with Roman on several occasions
and found Roman to be a genuine American at
heart. He is always ready share his knowledge
and experiences with Jeff’s students and is quickly becoming a valuable asset to the Special Operations Community.

been awarded, Jeff brought home 4. In 2008, Jeff
34
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IRENE!
By James Sherrill

S

ince 2002 John Lu and The Operation Lion Claws Military Simulation Series (OLCMSS) team
have worked to push combat simulation into the minds of mainstream America. Coming from a
modest beginning with less than one-hundred participants to venues that are sold out within moments
of open registration OLCMSS has created the bar to which other Mil-Sim venues are measured.
OLCMSS events take participants a long way from the comforts of home and provide a unique
simulated combat experience like no other. Under the leadership of military legends such as Col. (ret.)
Danny McKnight and MSG (ret.) “Mad Max” Mullen participants will be pushed to their limits as they
work together through physical hardship to complete mission objectives. Held on various military installations throughout the United States John Lu has taken his events from the west to east coast to
give both professional soldiers and civilians alike the opportunity to honor the heros that have served
and continue to serve our country with honor and distinction. It is for this reason that a dedicated group
of individuals assemble each year at what has become the most highly reputed gathering of mil-sim
enthusiasts annually, known as Operation Irene.

Photos By: Roger “shrubber” Badilla, Combat - photographer, Sparrow Unit of CAA(Chicago
Airsoft Association), MAG(Midwest Airsoft Guerrillas) - Chicago, Illinois
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Operation Irene plays tribute to those that
fought in the Battle of Mogadishu during Operation Gothic Serpent on October 3rd and 4th 1993
in Mogadishu, Somalia. The name itself “Irene”
comes from the codeword in which members
of Task Force Ranger, U.S. Special Operations
Forces (Bravo Company 3rd Battalion, 75th regiment), Delta Force operators (1st SFOD-D), and
the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
known as the “Night Stalkers” would initiate their
mission to capture high ranking officials from the
warlord General Mohammed Farrah Aidid’s clan.
By doing so they would put an end to the reign of
terror that had been plaguing the Somali people.
It was during this time that one of the most memorable moments in military history transpired, two
UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters were hit by rocket
propelled grenades and an intense urban battle
ensued that spanned nearly 15 hours. The events
that took place have inspired multiple bestselling books from firsthand accounts and have also
been depicted in the motion picture Black Hawk
Down. OLCMSS Operation Irene honors the 18
soldiers who fought bravely and gave their lives
as well as the 83 others injured on that day in October 1993. The Op Lion Claws 2010 year events
would be the eighth annual gathering on what is
undoubtedly the premier MOUT training facility in
the United States, the Zussman Urban Combat
Training Facility in Fort Knox, Kentucky.

through-out the weekend. The benefit of the
simulation is that downed soldiers can jump right
back into the fight after a brief period. Regrouping
with your squad after taking a walk back to the reentry area can be easier said than done. This is
just one more reason that team work and strategy
are extremely important to mission success.

Anaconda, the newest training area at Ft.
Knox, was a re-creation of Saddam’s palace conOctober 29th, 2010 Ft. Knox, KY - As the gates structed mainly out of Conex containers. Hidden
open, the first of hundreds of Mil-Sim enthusiasts entrances, rooms, and storage areas made the
arrive at the Zussman AO and prepare for the pre- Anaconda facility almost a labyrinth with extremeoperation briefing. After mission specifics and a ly close combat. Upon insertion into the area, the
few words of inspiration from Col. (ret.) Danny Rangers found Freedom Fighter forces already
McKnight and MSG (ret.) “Mad Max” Mullen, Task well fortified within the tall walls of Anaconda.
Force Ranger team leaders were ready to get The palace walls seemed to go on forever and
down to business and in just a few short hours left very few avenues of approach aside from the
they would be inserting into hostile territory. The walkways and roads that acted almost as funnels
key to victory would be teamwork and persever- directing soldiers into enemy fire. Each structure
ance.
was two to three stories, each level with rows
of windows that offered Freedom Fighters the
cover of darkness and the advantage of a quick
The Zussman area of operation is approxi- retreat via one of the many internal corridors in
mately 30 acres, and as in a real combat situa- each building. Once TFR forces gained entry to
tion, it is extremely important for squad members the Conex structures it might as well have been
to stick together. The chances are high that ev- midnight. With tactical lights on and careful team
ery participant will take his or her share of hits movement the structures were then cleared room
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explosions and the crackling of gun fire seemed
to come from every direction. The streets were
littered with blown out busses and still burning veMembers of the TFR element were tasked hicles. Civilian role players acted as civilians in
with locating and capturing “Warlord Ahdi” (SGT some cases, however, in others they were rigged
Igor Dobroff), locating and rescuing Foreign Re- with improvised explosive devices and weapons.
porters, locating and destroying large ammo and One thing was for certain, you learn very quickly
weapons cache’s, as well as locating and captur- that things are not always what they seemed in
ing Osmon Ali Attu; Warlord Ahdi’s “Money Man” the Zussman Village.
and notorious arms dealer.
by room and building by building.

Back at the Zussman AO, at the very same
time Ranger elements were battling Freedom
Fighter forces for control of the area while conducting search and seizure operations, Task Force
Ranger’s first mission objective was to secure and
establish an FOB at the embassy building. From
here they could implement the next phases of the
operation. This would include establishing contact
and providing security for UN forces as they provided relief aid for locals, locating and designating buildings used by the Ahdi militia for airstrikes,
and searching for weapons and ammo caches, as
well as distributing PSYOPS leaflets throughout
the Bakara Market area. On the ground level loud

As the 1st series of evolutions ended on day
1, the real event wasn’t set to begin until the sun
made it’s decent to the west. Under the cover of
darkness TFR units would be assigned the task
of deploying to the first crash site to rescue the
wounded crew. In addition, other TFR units were
to mark the top of multiple designated buildings
with beacons for simulated helicopter gun runs.
Once marked and cleared, TFR elements would
then retreat to a safe distance before the street
erupted in cheers and was lit up like the fourth of
July from fireballs engulfing rooftops as the Little
Birds hit their targets one by one.
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With the conflict reaching its end on Sunday
October 31st there would be a final assembly in
a nearby soccer field, but before that it was time
for the mile. The Mogadishu Mile, named as such
in reference to the mile-long run made by U.S.
Rangers and Delta Force members from the helicopter crash site to the safety of the Pakistani
Stadium. The original plan was for the men to take
cover as they ran alongside the convoy of Humvees and armored personnel carriers. When the
vehicles outpaced them the exhausted troops had
to run without support and with very little ammo.
All the while, they were under heavy fire from multiple directions. The mile at Zussman would be no
different. As the convoy pulled away from the men
and women on foot there were pyrotechnics and
direct enemy fire galore. Simulated RPG rounds
and explosions brought the battle to its end as the
those who fought as part of Task force Ranger
made their way into the Zussman soccer field and
stadium to prepare for the ending ceremonies.
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The event ended with a bang, with closing
words of wisdom and remembrance from Col.
(ret.) Danny McKnight, MSG (ret.), “Mad Max”
Mullen, and SGT Igor Dobroff. Attendees broke
out their raffle tickets to see who would take home
some of the thousands of dollars worth of prizes
made possible by event sponsors such as KWA
USA and Parafrog Airsoft. This year’s lucky winners took home items ranging from new GBB
pistols from KWA to even an M82 Barrett replica
AEG valued at over $1,300.
I think I speak for every participant who left Ft.
Knox that Sunday by saying it was an honor to
participate in such an event that helps pay tribute
the brave men and women who gave their lives
on October 3rd and 4th, 1993 in Mogadishu, Somalia.
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By Paul Pawela

E

quired the Rangers to do room clearing, and as
the good guys cleared the rooms they were attacked by the simulated padded assaulters. The
task for the good guys was to respond appropriately.

very year a modern “Clash of Titans” event
happens, not on a fictional Mt. Olympus mountain, but at a very real place, where hoplology (the
study of the evolution and development of human
Research studies from the Force Science® Incombative behavior) is extensively studied, practiced, and redefined. This event, located at Ft. stitute, Ltd (www.forcescience.org) a group who
Benning, GA, is the annual Ranger Competition. studies the science of human dynamics behind
deadly force encounters, has proven persons
America’s greatest warriors compete in a gru- under stress will do exactly what they were last
eling, simulated battle tested, and battle proven trained to do under a given scenario. That said;
methodologies pushing the envelope of their war- many of the Ranger competitors have trained in
rior skills. In this year’s event, one of the most in- the modern hand-to-hand combative system and
teresting portions of this competition was the CQB seriously struggled when making contact with the
segment, sponsored by London Bridge Trading enemy.
Co. (www.londonbridgetraining.com)
The Rangers who placed first, second, and
third
in the overall competition were from the
London Bridge Trading Company manufacturers the Tony Blauer’s (www.tonyblauer.com) Combat Applications Group better known as
High Gear™ gear padded assault suits for force Delta Force. The Delta Force Operators in this
on force simulations. This particular scenario re- particular given scenario simply butt stroked and
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used their weapons as impact tools against their
pseudo padded attackers. Several members of
the Ranger cadre serving as the attackers were
injured during the course of the exercise. But the
fact was, the Delta operators did what they were
trained to do for real world applications and were
successful at the task at hand as the results indicated.
Many would argue that in all CQB situations,
if people do not comply with orders and commands, it is a shooting situation period. In reality
that is pure nonsense. In Danny Coulson’s book
“No Heroes; Inside the FBI’S Secret Counter Terrorist Force”, the founder of the FBI’s HRT talks
extensively about the cross training that the FBI
had with Delta, and how they would handle a no
shoot individual. At the time Delta had no such
provisions for such a scenario.
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With both Counter Terrorists units successfully
sharing information, in addition to being some of
the best shooters in the world, Delta would also
come to be known as some of the most judgmentally compassionate operators. This judgment was
demonstrated in Operation Acid Gambit; a classic
text book hostage rescue of CIA agent Kurt Muse.
As Delta operators cleared all the threats to Kurt
Muse, one very fortunate guard who posed no
threat to the Delta operators was flex cuffed to
the stairwell, thus making the point that not every
scenario is a shooting one.
If one is participating in military, law enforcement, or even civilian force on force simulated
training scenarios, then it makes sense to practice
them as realistically as possible. This includes
using your primary and secondary weapons as
impact tools as well. The challenge with impact
weapons combative training is that its not wise
to use real weapons due to the risk of accidental

discharge (resulting in injury or death), or damage
to the weapon. Milsim (airsoft weapons) are not
a good choice for impact training either, because
they are not designed for this type of training, and
doing so can result in broken equipment. Since
this training is absolutely essential in and has to
be included in your repertoire, the question remains what to use as a training tool that replicates
real weapons?
The best source used by real professional’s
world wide is Rings Blue Guns ® (www.blueguns.
com). The company was started in Orlando, FL in
1986 as a supplier for prop rentals for Hollywood
movies. Rings provided realistic props for such
classic movies as Last of the Mohicans, Passenger 57, Toy Soldiers, and many others. In the late
80’s the Orlando Police Department approached
Karl Ring to make a pistol replica for the police
department for hand gun retention training and
simulated force on force training scenarios.

The first batch of props was made out of rubber, but the material turned out to be too heavy
and expensive. That is when Ring’s went to polyurethane which was lighter and stronger. The
original color of the training props was red, but
since there was already a training company making red guns after a few lengthy court battles, a
brilliant decision was made to paint the training
props blue. Thus the legend of Blue guns was
born. Ring’s Blue guns now dominate every training organization in the country and are used by
every professional vendor at every law enforcement and military trade show in the country.
In the professional training organizations that
I belong to, the American Police Hall of Fame,
and the American Warrior International, we exclusively use Ring’s Blue guns in our training which
adds incredible realism to both training programs.
If one is going to train in force on force training
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Ring’s Blue guns are absolutely essential to have
in your training arsenal. Additionally Ring’s is an
American family oriented business that employees over 50 people and proudly fly’s both Old Glory and the Don’t Tread on Me Flags on their Flag
Poles. In my opinion, one can not be any more
patriotic than that.
For more information on Ring’s Blue guns the
address is Rings Manufacturing, 99 East Drive,
Melbourne, FL, 32904. Phone 321-951-0407;
Email info@blueguns.com.
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CHRONICLES OF

MAD
MAX

By MSG (Ret.) “Mad Max” Mullen

I

n the last issue of Chronicles
of the Mad Max, I shared the
leadership philosophy of an extraordinary Senior Non-Commissioned Office Command Sergeant Major Don Purdy. Purdy is
a living legend in the history of
Special Operations and a good
friend and mentor to this day.

Dining-in speech
Military Academy
by LTC Guy Lofaro:

at

of the stories I’ve told them in
class. For the longest time I
have resisted this. I simply didn’t
think this the right forum for story-telling, so I tried instead, with
varying degrees of success, to
use this time to impart some
higher lesson - some thought
that I would perhaps stay with
one or two of you a little longer
than the 10 or 15 minutes I will
be standing here. I tried this
again last week at another dining in and I bombed. Big time.
Of course, the cadets didn’t
say that. They said all the polite
things- “Thank you, sir, for those
inspiring words” - “You’ve provided us much food for thought”
- “We all certainly learned something from you tonight, sir.” And
U.S. I’m thinking - yeah - you learned
something all right. You learned
never to invite that SOB to be a
dining in speaker again.

Let me say before beginning,
that it has been my pleasure to
attend several dining-ins here at
West Point, hence I have some
basis for comparison. You peoContinuing on leadership I ple have done a fine job and
would like to share a speech by you ought to congratulate yourLTC Guy Lafaro. I had the op- selves. In fact, why don’t we
portunity to serve under LTC La- take this time to have the perfaro (at the time Captain Lafaro) sons who were responsible for
when he was the company com- this event stand so we can acmander with Morgan Team and knowledge them publicly.
Charlie Company 4th Ranger
Training Battalion (RTB). LTC “You learned never to
Lafaro helped shape me into the invite that SOB to be a
man I am, he was one of the finest and most dynamic officers I dining in speaker again”
have ever had the opportunity
I guess I am honored with
to serve under. He led by exthese invitations because there
ample in everything he did and
exists this rumor that I can tell a
when he said that he would not
story. Cadets who I have had in
have us do anything he wouldn’t
class sometimes approach me
do you could definitely take his
beforehand and request that,
word to the bank.
during my speech, I tell some

So, in the interim, I’ve spent
quite a bit of time thinking about
what I would say to you tonight.
What can I say that will stay with
you? And as I reflected on this I
turned it on myself - what stays
with me? What makes a mark
on me? What do I remember,
and why? How have I learned
the higher lessons I so desperately want to impart to you?
Well - I’ve learned those higher
lessons through experience.
And as I thought further, I realized that there’s only one way
to relate experience -that is to
tell some stories. So I’m going
to try something new here this
evening. I’m going to give you
your stories and attempt to relate what I’ve learned by living
them. I’m going to let you crawl
inside my eye-sockets and see
some of the things I’ve seen
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these past 18 years.
Imagine you are a brand new
second lieutenant on a peacekeeping mission in the Sinai
Peninsula. You are less than a
year out of West Point, and only
a few weeks out of the basic
course. You are standing at a
strict position of attention in front
of your battalion commander, a
man you will come to realize
was one of the finest soldiers
with whom you’ve ever served,
and you are being questioned
about a mistake - a big mistake - which you’ve made. You
see, your platoon lost some live
ammo. Oh sure, it was eventually found, but for a few hours you
had the entire battalion scrambling. Your battalion commander is not yelling at you though,
he’s not demeaning you; he’s
simply taking this opportunity to
ensure you learn from the experience. And you do- you learn
that people make mistakes, that
those mistakes do not usually
result in the end of the world,
and that such occasions are
valuable opportunities to impart
some higher lessons. Then,
out of the corner of your eye,
you see your platoon sergeant
emerge from behind a building.
He’s an old soldier - a fine soldier though - whose knees have
seen a few too many airborne
operations. He sees you and
the colonel - and he takes off at
a run. You see him approaching
from behind the colonel and the
next thing you see is the back
of your platoon sergeant’s head.
He is now standing between you
and your battalion commander
- the two are eyeball to eyeball.
Your platoon sergeant says, a
touch of indignance in his voice
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“Leave my lieutenant alone, sir.
He didn’t lose the ammo, I did.
I was the one who miscounted.
You want someone’s ass, you
take mine.” And you learn another lesson - you learn about
loyalty.
Its a few months later and you
are one of two soldiers left on
a hot PZ on some Caribbean
island. There’s been another
foul up - not yours this time, but
you’re going to pay for it. It’s you
and your RTO, a nineteen-yearold surfer from Florida who can
quote Shakespeare because
his Mom was a high school literature teacher and who joined
the army because his Dad was
a WWII Ranger.

“And then the pilot pulls
pitch and executes a violent and steep ascent
out of there”
The last UH-60 has taken off
on an air assault and someone
is supposed to come back and
get you guys. But the fire is getting heavy, and you’re not sure
anything can get down there
without getting shot up. You’re
taking fire from some heavily
forested hills. At least two machine guns, maybe three, maybe more, and quite a few AKs,
but you can’t make out anything
else. You and your RTO are in
a hole, hunkered down as the
bad guys are peppering your
hole with small arms fire. Your
RTO is trying to get some help
- another bird to come get you,
some artillery, some attack helicopters - anything. But there are
other firefights happening elsewhere on this island involving

much larger numbers. So as the
cosmos unfold at that particular
moment, in that particular place,
you and that RTO are well down
the order of merit list. You feel
a tug at your pants leg. Ketch,
that’s what you call him, Ketch
tells you he got a “wait, out”
when he asked for help.
The radio is jammed with calls
for fire and requests for support
from other parts of the island.
“What we gonna do, sir?’ he
asks. And all of a sudden, you’re
learning another lesson. You’re
learning about the weightiness
of command, because it’s not
just you in that hole, it’s this kid
you’ve spent every day with for
the last five months. This kid
you’ve come to love like a kid
brother. There is only one way
out and that’s through the bad
guys. You see, you are on a
peninsula that rises about 100
feet from the sea. The inland
side is where the bad guys are.
You figure you are safe in this
hole, so long as they don’t bring
in any indirect fire stuff, but if
they come down off those hills,
onto the peninsula, then you’re
going to have to fight it out. And
that’s what you tell your RTO.
We either get help or, if the bad
guys come for us, we fight. He
looks at you. You don’t know
how long. And he says only four
words. Two sentences. “Roger,
sir. Let’s rock.” Appropriate coming from a surfer. Then he slithers back down to the bottom of
the hole. Staying on the radio,
your lifeline, trying to get some
help. You are peering over the
edge of the hole, careful not to
make too big a target. You’re
thinking about your wife and that
little month-old baby you left a

few days ago. It was two o’clock
in the morning when you got the
call. “Pack your gear and get in
here.” You kissed them both and
told them to watch the news.
Hell, you didn’t know where you
were going or why, but you were
told to go, and you went.
Then all of a sudden it gets
real loud, and things are flying
all around and then there’s a
shadow that passes over you.
You look up and find yourself
staring at the bottom of a Blackhawk, about 15 feet over the
deck, flying fast and low, and as
it passes over your hole you see
the door gunner dealing death
and destruction on the bad guys
in those hills. It sets down about
25 meters from your hole, as
close as it can get. You look up
and see the crew chief kneeling
inside, waving frantically to you,
the door gunner still dealing with
it, trying to keep the bad guys’
heads down, who have now
switched their fire to the bird,
a much bigger, and better, target. You look at Ketch and then
you’re off - and you run 25 meters faster than 25 meters have
ever been run since humans
began to walk upright, and you
dive through the open doors
onto the floor of the Blackhawk.
There are no seats in the bird
since this is combat and we don’t
use them in the real deal. You
are hugging your RTO, face-toface, like a lover, and shouting
at him “You OKAY? You OKAY?
You OKAY?” but he doesn’t tell
you he’s OKAY since he’s yelling the same thing at you -“You OKAY? You OKAY? You
OKAY?” And then the pilot pulls
pitch and executes a violent and
steep ascent out of there and

had you not been holding on
to the d-rings in the floor and
the crew chief not been holding
your legs you might have fallen
out. Then you’re over the water,
you’re safe, and the bird levels
out, and you roll over to your
back and close your eyes - and
you think you fall asleep. Then
you feel a hand on your blouse,
you open your eyes and see the
crew chief kneeling over you with
a head set in his hand. He wants
you to put it on so you do. The
first thing you hear is “I-Beamer,
buddy boy. I Beamer.” You were
in I-4 while a cadet, and that was
your rallying cry. You look up to
where the pilots sit and you see
a head sticking out from behind
one of the seats. He’s looking at
you and it’s his voice you hear,
but you can’t make out who it
is because his visor is down.
Then he lifts it, and you see the
face of a man who was 2 years
ahead of you in your company.
He tells you that he knew you
were there and he wasn’t going
to leave an I-Beamer like that.
And you learn about courage,
and camaraderie, and friendship
that never dies.

“so there’s a huge tube
going down your throat
so you can’t talk, but
that thing is making
sure you breathe”
It’s a few years later and you’ve
already had your company command. You’re in grad school,
studying at Michigan. You get a
phone call one night, one of the
sergeants from your company.
He tells you Harvey Moore is
dead, killed in a training accident
when his Blackhawk flew into

the ground. Harvey Moore. Two
time winner of the Best Ranger
Competition. Great soldier. Got
drunk one night after his wife left
him and took his son. You see,
staff sergeants don’t make as
much money as lawyers, so she
left with the lawyer. He got stinking drunk, though it didn’t take
much since he didn’t drink at all
before this, and got into his car.
Then had an accident. Then got
a DUI. He was an E-6 promotable when this happened, and
the SOP was a general-officer
article 15 and a reduction one
grade, which would really be
two for him because he was on
the promotion list. But Harvey
Moore is a good soldier, and it’s
time to go to bat for a guy who,
if your company command was
any sort of a success, he played
a significant part in making it so.
And you go with your battalion
commander to see the CG, and
you stand at attention in front
of the CG’s desk for 20 minutes convincing him that Harvey
Moore deserves a break. You
win. Harvey Moore never drinks
again. He makes E-7. And when
you change command, he grabs
your arm, with tears in his eyes,
and thanks you for all you’ve
done. Then the phone call, and
you learn about grief.
Then you’re a Major and
you’re back in the 82d - your
home. One day some SOB having a bad week decides it’s time
to take it out on the world and
he shoots up a PT formation.
Takes out 20 guys. You’re one of
them. 5.56 tracer round right to
the gut- range about 10 meters.
You’re dead for a little while, but
it’s not your time yet - there are
still too many lessons to learn.
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You wake up after 5 surgeries
and 45 days in a coma. When
you look down at your body and
you don’t recognize it - it has become a receptacle for hospital
tubing and electronic monitoring devices. You have a tracheotomy, so there’s a huge tube
going down your throat so you
can’t talk, but that thing is making sure you breathe. There’s
a tube in your nose that goes
down into your stomach - that’s
how you eat, and there are four
IVs - one in each arm and two
in the veins in the top of your
feet. There is a tube through
your right clavicle where they
inject the high-powered antibiotics that turns your hair white
and makes you see things, but
disease is the enemy now and
it’s gotta be done. There are
three tubes emerging from three
separate holes in your stomach,
they’re there to drain the liquids from your stomach cavity
into some bags hanging on the
right side of your bed. They’ve
shaved your chest and attached
countless electrodes to monitor
your heartbeat, blood pressure,
and anything else they can measure. They have these things
stuck all over your head as well,
and on your wrists and ankles.
And your family gathers around,
and they are like rocks, and they
pull you through. There’s also
a guy, dressed in BDUs, with a
maroon beret in his hand, who
stands quietly in the corner. He
never says anything, just smiles,
and looks at you. He’s there every day. Not every hour of every
day, but he comes every day.
Sometimes he’s there when you
wake up. Sometimes he’s there
when you go to sleep. He comes
during his lunch break. He stays
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last; this one is about 9 hours
long. They put you back together. You wake up in the ICU one
more time, with only one IV this
time. When you open your eyes,
there’s a huge figure standing
over your bed in BDUs with a
green beret in his hand. Bigger
than God, and he’s smiling. “It’s
about damn time you woke up
you lazy bastard” he says. You
“Right now, I am do- know it’s your friend and foring what I consider the mer commander so you’ve got
to come back with something
most important thing in quick - something good. He’s
the world.” So you learn the deputy Delta Force commander, soon to be the comabout leadership.
mander. So you say “Don’t you
Every four hours two huge have someplace else to be?
male nurses come in and gently Don’t you have something more
roll you on your side. The bullet important to do?” Without skipexited through your left buttock ping a beat, without losing that
and made a hole the size of a smile he says “Right now, I am
softball. The bandages need doing what I consider the most
to be changed. Take the soiled important thing in the world.” So
wads out and put clean ones in. you learn about leadership.
A Second Lieutenant comes in.
So there you have them, some
She seems to be there all the
stories.
I’ve tried to let you see
time. She’s the one changing
the bandages, and it hurts like the world as I’ve seen it a various
hell, but she too, is smiling, and points in time these 18 years. I
talking to you, and she’s gentle. hope you’ve learned something.
You know you’ve seen her be- I certainly have.
fore, but you can’t talk - you still
Until next time this is the Mad
have that tube in your throat,
Max...
Roger... Out!
but she knows. She tells you
that you taught her Military Art
History, that now it’s her turn to
take care of you. She says that
she’s in charge of you and the
team of nurses assigned to you,
and that she won’t let you down.
From her you learn about compassion.

an hour, or two, or three. He just
stands in the corner, and smiles.
No one told him to be there, but
he made it his place of duty. His
guard post. You see, it’s your
Sergeant Major, and his Ranger
buddy is down, and a Ranger
never leaves a fallen comrade.
So you learn, through this man,
the value of a creed.

Then it’s months later and
you’re still recovering. Most of
the tubes are gone but it’s time
for another round of major surgeries. You go into one of the

For those who have
hunted armed men
-training will never be the same-

Founded by former members of DELTA FORCE,
TigerSwan specializes in conducting
the most realistic combat training possible.
MTTs and regularly scheduled courses are offered at our range in the Fort Bragg area.

Call today for more information (919) 439-7110 or visit www.TigerSwan.biz
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Tactical MilSim Magazine Supports

LTC (Ret.) Allen West for Congress

L

ieutenant Colonel Allen West (US Army,
Retired) was born and raised in Atlanta
Georgia and is third of four generations of
military servicemen in his family. His parents
instilled in him a very basic principle, love of
God and Country. In 2004, when it was time to
retire from more than twenty years of service
in the US Army, he brought his wife and two
young daughters to Broward County, Florida,
where he taught high school for one year. He
then returned to Afghanistan as an advisor to
the Afghan army, an assignment he finished in
November 2007.
Allen West received his Bachelors degree
from University of Tennessee and Masters
degree from Kansas State University, both in
political science. He also holds a Master of
Military Arts and Sciences from the US Army
Command and General Staff Officer College in
political theory and military operations. “Education is the great equalizer,” he says. “With a
good education, any child in America can live
his dream.” Allen West knows that for our children to live their dreams, they need to be safe.
He has served in several combat zones:
in Operation Desert Storm, in Operation Iraqi
Freedom, where he was battalion commander
for the Army’s 4th Infantry Division, and in Afghanistan, where he trained Afghan officers to
take on the responsibility of securing their own
country. In his Army career, Col. West has been
honored many times, including a Bronze Star,
three Meritorious Service Medals, three Army
Commendation Medals (one with Valor), and
a Valorous Unit Award. He received his valor
award as a Captain in Desert Shield/Storm,
was the US Army ROTC Instructor of the
Year in 1993, and was a Distinguished Honor
Graduate III Corps Assault School. He proudly
wears the Army Master parachutist badge, Air
Assault badge, Navy/Marine Corps parachutist insignia, Italian parachutist wings, and German proficiency badge (Bronze award).
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www.AllenWestForCongress.com

